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Evangelical missionary societies have been associated with the processes of colonisation throughout the
globe, from India to Africa and into the Pacific. In late 18th-century Britain, the Church Missionary Society
for Africa and the East (CMS) began its missionary ventures, and in the first decade of the 19th-century, sent

three of its members to New South Wales, Australia, and then on to New Zealand, an unknown, little-
explored part of the world. Across the globe, a common material culture travelled with its evangelizing (and
later colonizing) settlers, with artefacts appearing as cultural markers from Cape Town in South Africa, to
Tasmania in Australia and the even more remote Bay of Islands in New Zealand. After missionization,
colonization occurred. Additionally, common themes of interaction with indigenous peoples, household

economy, the development of commerce, and social and gender relations also played out in these
communities.

Tauranga Mori pronunciation taaa is a coastal metropolitan city in the Bay of Plenty region and the fifth most
populous city of New Zealand with an urban population of 151300 June 2020 or roughly 3 of the national
population.It was settled by Mori late in the 13th century by Europeans in the early 19th century and was
constituted as a city in 1963. The Oihi mission station had been established for twelve years when the

suggestion was made that it be closed 25. Te Koop Graan voor Visch 16222. This work is unique in that it.
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Te Puna A New Zealand Mission Station Historical Archaeology in New Zealand Middleton Angela 76200
Books Amazon.ca. The site of the mission village is situated about 100m from the beach frontage marked by

large old fig trees. Te Puna is a smaller but beautiful upcoming tourist destination that is worth a visit.
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